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Confused Freshman Discovers Z-Hall

Lost and hopelessly confused,
freshman Danny Booker found
himself wandering around a
section of the school that was
never meant for student use
this Monday.
“I still don’t know how it happened,” reported Danny, still
rattled from the experience. “I
made a right, then made a left,
then made a right, then made a
left, and all of a sudden I was
somewhere I knew didn’t look
right. Me, being a freshman,
didn’t realize I was in the wrong
place.”
Built in the fifties, Z-hall was
intended to be a bomb shelter,
before the idea was scrapped
due to the fact that it was a
stupid idea. Z-hall was then
sealed, and it and its treasure
were thought to be lost for
good-- until now, when Danny
Booker unwittingly stumbled in,
accidentally tripping over some
gold bullions of the ground.

Trying to find his Social Studies
class, Danny sat down in one
of the classrooms. Instead of
finding a teacher, instead he
found the the room was completely burned down. Howev-

The entrance to Z Hall, which
Booker mistook for a bathroom
er, Danny didn’t think anything
was wrong, confessing, “I just
thought it was Mr. Kim’s room.
Everyone’s always talking

about how hot he is.” Booker
finally realized he was in the
wrong place when he went to
the bathroom and encountered
the ghost of Deerfield’s past.
No matter how it was discovered, Z-hall is easily one of the
top ten archaeological finds
of our generation. Many history teachers claim that it may
help us better understand the
thought processes of Cold-War
Deerfield. Many English teachers claim that it is somehow offensive. Rumor has it that the
technology department was
actually originally created to
keep Z-hall, and its gifts to the
world, all to themselves.
Booker, however, does not
consider himself an archeological hero. Instead, he’s just
worried about finding his third
period class.

“jokes.” But sometimes
newspaper writers and
editors have needs to.
Things like sleep, free
time, time to study. But
we’re making excuses
again. We’re sorry.
We’re back. But this
time, with a purpose.
You will never have to
turn to that other newspaper again.
They
filled a necessary hole
that we left, but now
we’re here again. And
come on, face it, they
could never satisfy you
like we could. They
were a lot like us, but
which is the newspaper
that could actually
make you laugh? Well,
that wasn’t us, either,
but you get the point.
That newspaper is

gone now, and it’s time
to start anew. And with
this new start, we are
looking for more people to build our numbers and make it a real-

Other Headlines

School spends thousands of
dollars on new bleachers for
students to not sit in (p3).

Freshman can’t find gym,
senior cant find willpower to
show up to class (p.4).

- Joey Balke

We’ll Be Better This Time, We Promise.
Deerfield, we’re sorry.
It will never happen
again. We know, we
messed up, but we’re
so sorry and we really
hope you will take us
back. Seeing you with
that other newspaper
just really messed us
up. We made promises, and we didn’t keep
them.
Remember
when we said it would
be an issue a week?
Yeah, you were lucky
if you got an issue a
month. We recognize
that. We let it get away
from us. We know, you
have needs. You need
attention from us. You
need your weekly dose
of cutting-edge satirical “comedy” from us.
You need your cringey

*Free Everywhere; screw Canada

Millions of chromebooks alin at The Flipside! Now ready destroyed (p.6).

that we’re back and
under new management, it’s going to be a
great year for attempted comedy. Email co We haven’t had a previous
editors-in-chief Andrew issue to correct. You’re fresh
Devedjian (171deved- outta luck bud.
jiana@student.dist113.
org) or Joey Balke
(171balkej@student.
dist113.org) for details.
It’s low-commitment,
low-effort,
and
all
around just low-quality
We want you to write for in every respect! Lookthe Flipside.
ing for anyone who
can write, be “funny,”
proofread, draw, think,
ity.
dab, dance a jig, or
Do you think your give false testimony. If
jokes are funny but you can do any of the
are constantly greeted above, hit us up!
with crickets by your
friends? You’ll fit right
- Joey Balke

Corrections

Pointless Interview with a Teacher: Eugene Chung

Born on Mars in year 2002, Mr. Chung quickly became one of the DHS’ most beloved Quemistery teachers. In addition, he is a
respected coach, coaching girls and boys volleyball, as well as figure skating, curling, and dressaige. I sought out an interview with
him as I was not only interested in his perspective, but also becuase he was lunch monitoring and I needed to interview someone.
Me: Mr. Chung, what is your favorite type of water?
Mr. Chung (without missing a beat): Kangan water. It’s so cool,
you can change it’s pH and do all sorts of fun stuff with it.*
Me: What peice of furniture describes how you work in a group
setting?
Mr. Chung: Hmmm... Probably a television. All eyes on me
Me: What vegetable best describes your fellings about school
starting again?
Mr. Chung (after a bit of thought): Celery. It’s crisp, it’s refreshing,
it’s exciting... but once you bite into it, you realize it’s just celery.
Me: What Looney Tunes character best matches your aesthetic?
Mr. Chung: Aesthetic? Like appearance?
Me: No, more like general vibe.
Mr. Chung: Probably the martian. Intelligent. Dangerous. Exotic.
Me: If you were a drink, what would you be and what would you be
served in?
Mr. Chung: Water, with a twist of lemon; in whatever you want bby
;)
Thank you Mr. Chung for being such a good sport. Interview questions and backstory may be embellished for comedic effect.

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

The first thing that comes up on google for “Eugene
Chung”:

*Mr. Chung contacted me later to change
his answer to “the water they use to makemy dunkin donuts coffe.” Nice, way to
make up your mind.

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to
decode the message or quote below. HINT: “W” becomes “X”

XV XBTT LA KVFFVD FPBQ FBOV, XV YDAOBQV!

SUDOKU
LEVEL: Ayy lmoa

Fill in the grid so each
column, row, and 3x3 box
has the numbers 1 through
9.

REBUS PUZZLES

Can you guess the common word
or phrase portrayed below?
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Puzzles By Andrew Devedjian

NOTE: All names and stories are fictional, unless public figures are being
satirized. Remember, these are all jokes. We appologize for any material
that be may offending; that is not our intention.

A special thanks to Joey Balke and Joey Balke for their contributions to this
issue. This edition’s editor was Joey Balke

